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0. Introduction
It is well known that a finitely complete pointed category C is additive if and only if for any split short exact sequence in
C, i.e. a diagram
Ker f
ker f / X
f
/ Y
so
with fs = 1Y , the middle object X is canonically isomorphic to the coproduct of the boundary objects Ker f and Y , as this
is the case in the category Ab of abelian groups, where a ‘‘coproduct’’ is the same as ‘‘direct sum’’, and so we can write
X ' Ker f ⊕ Y . It is well known too (see for instance [1]) that C is additive if and only if every object X in it is endowed with
an abelian group structure on X , so that the addition +X of the abelian group structure is natural in X , which means that
any morphism in C is an internal group homomorphism of the internal groups. Actually, it is sufficient [2] to have a natural
subtraction [3], namely, a natural binary operation sX : X × X → X satisfying s(x, x) = 0 and s(x, 0) = x.
On the other hand, recall that C is protomodular [4] when for any split short exact sequence as above, we have only
X ' Sup(Ker f , Y ) = Sup(ker f , s) by which we mean simply that the morphisms ker f , s are jointly strongly epimorphic
(see [5–7]). While the category Grp of groups is not additive, it is evidently protomodular since for any element x in a group
X , we have
x = sf (x) · (sf (x)−1 · x)
with sf (x)−1 ◦ x ∈ Ker f , for f and s as above. Note that when the (binary) coproducts exist in C, as this is the case for
C = Grp, to say that themorphisms ker f , s are jointly strongly epimorphic is the same as to say that the inducedmorphism(
ker f
s
)
: Ker f + Y → X
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is a strong epimorphism. Actually, the absence of coproducts is not so inhibiting, since, provided the categoryC is moreover
regular [8], all the classical homological lemmas hold — see [5,6] (this is why the name homological was given to pointed
protomodular regular categories). In the present paper the existence of coproducts plays an important role, but instead we
drop regularity.
Besides any additive category and the categoryGrp, we have the following examples of pointed protomodular categories:
– The category GrpE of internal groups in any finitely complete category E (for instance, this includes the categories of
topological groups and Hausdorff topological groups);
– the category of ringswithout unit, various pointed categories of algebras over a fixed ring (e.g. the category of Lie algebras
over a ring), and more generally, any variety of Ω-groups [9]. In Section 1.10 below we recall the characterization of
pointed protomodular varieties [10], which are the same as pointed ‘‘BIT speciale’’ varieties [11] (also known as pointed
‘‘classically ideal determined’’ varieties [3]);
– a less standard example is given by the dual category Eop∗ of the category of pointed objects of an arbitrary elementary
topos E .
The aim of this work is to show that there is a strong connection between pointed protomodular categories and
subtractions in the above sense. We recall that any pointed protomodular category is subtractive in the sense of [12]. In [13]
we showed that subtractive categories can be defined via whatwe call natural imaginary subtractions (see below) in a similar
way as additive categories can be defined via natural subtractions. In the present paper we explore various conditions on the
natural imaginary subtraction which force the subtractive category to be protomodular, and which are in fact equivalent to
protomodularity under the presence of coproducts (see Theorem 3.2.1). We also analyze in these new terms the following
two natural consequences of protomodularity:
(a) In every split short exact sequence as above, the morphisms ker f , s are jointly epimorphic (see Theorem 3.2.2);
(b) in every split short exact sequence as above, the morphism f is a cokernel of its kernel (that is, every split epimorphism
is a normal epimorphism) (see Theorem 4.0.5).
The main innovation in [13] was the idea to endow a category C, in a very precise structural way, with extra morphisms
X 99K Y , which we call imaginary morphisms (in fact, this turns out to be a special case of equipment in the sense of [14]).
A pointed category C turns out to be subtractive exactly when it is possible to further endow it with a natural imaginary
subtraction
X × X σX /___ X
(the precise formulation of this result is recalled in Section 1.7). These imaginary subtractions can be made to be real
morphisms (i.e. ordinary morphisms in C), if and only if C is additive. Now, when the limits in a subtractive category C
behave as limits also with respect to the imaginary morphisms, then any pair (f , s) as above produces an imaginary section χf ,s
of the morphism ker f , on the model of the case when C is an additive category, where this section is a real morphism:
Ker f
ker f
/ X
f
/
χf ,so_ _ _ _ Y
so
This simple observation in fact leads us to a characterization of pointed protomodularity: as we show in the present paper,
a pointed category Cwith binary coproducts is protomodular if and only if in the diagram
Ker f ′
ker f ′
/
u¯

X ′
u

f ′
/
χf ′,s′o_ _ _ _ _ Y
s′o
Ker f
ker f
/ X
f
/
χf ,so_ _ _ _ _ Y
so
which reasonably commutes, and where u is a monomorphism, the left-directed left hand side square is a pullback. This
pullback can be replaced with the pullback
X ′ × X ′ u×1 /
σX ′


 X × X ′
σX (1×u)



X ′ u / X
which involves just the monomorphism u and avoids the pairs (f ′, s′), (f , s) (see Proposition 2.0.5). According to a
classical result of Mitchell [15] any abelian (=additive + Barr exact) category can be nicely embedded into an abelian
variety, i.e. into the category of modules over a ring. So far, there has not been found a similar embedding theorem
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for protomodular, homological or even semi-abelian (=pointed protomodular with coproducts + Barr exact, see [16])
categories. By incorporating the imaginary subtractions, our characterization of pointed protomodular categories with
coproducts puts forward an alternative kind of structural embedment.
On the other hand, the conditions (a) and (b) have purely ‘‘syntactical’’ reformulations, which are, respectively:
(a′) For any three parallel morphisms x, y, z : X ′ → X , we have:
σX (x, z) = σX (y, z) ⇒ x = y.
(b′) For any two parallel morphisms x, y : X ′ → X , we have:
σX (x, y) = 0 ⇒ x = y.
This leads to a new categorical insight to various syntactical conditions studied in Universal Algebra (see Section 4).
0.1. Remarks about the structure of the paper
The paper consists of four sections; in the first sectionwe set out the background, which includes recalling somematerial
from [17] and [13] (and in particular, the concepts of approximate and extended subtraction, which play a central role in
the paper), while the rest of the sections is devoted to the new results. The main conditions on categories equipped with
imaginary morphisms that we consider in the paper are grouped in four sets of axioms:
• axioms A1, A2 and A introduced in Section 1 concern subtractivity (they are borrowed from [13]), see Theorems 1.7.1 and
1.9.1,
• axioms P0, P1, P ′1, P2, and P introduced in Sections 2 and 3 concern pointed protomodularity, see Theorem 3.2.1,
• axioms P∆0 , P∆1 , PEff1 and P∆ introduced in Section 2 — the condition (a), see Theorem 3.2.2,
• axiom K0 introduced in Section 3 — the condition (b), see Theorem 4.0.5.
1. Natural imaginary subtractions
Throughout the paper C denotes a finitely complete pointed category.
1.1. Approximate subtractions
We recall from [13] (see also [17]):
Definition 1.1.1. In a pointed category C, an approximate subtraction structure is a quadruple (X, Y , a, s), where X , Y are
objects in C and a : X → Y , s : X × X → Y are morphisms in C such that the following diagrams commute:
X
(1X ,0) /
a
"E
EE
EE
EE
EE X × X
s

X
0

(1X ,1X ) / X × X
s

Y X a
/ Y
Then the morphism s is called an approximate subtraction on X and a is called the approximation of s.
Thus, an approximate subtraction is simply a morphism s : X × X → Y such that s(1X , 1X ) = 0, and its approximation is
necessarily the composite a = s(1X , 0). In the case when X = Y and the approximation a is the identity morphism a = 1X ,
we call s simply a subtraction [3].
1.2. Approximate subtractions on the hom-functor
Let Set∗ denote the category of pointed sets and, for each pointed categoryC, let homC denote the ‘‘pointed-hom-functor’’
Cop × C → Set∗ which sends each pair (X, Y ) of objects in C, to the hom-set homC(X, Y ) regarded as a pointed set, with
base point the zero morphism 0 = 0X,Y : X → Y . We shall be especially interested in approximate subtractions on homC
in SetC
op×C
∗ :
σ : homC × homC → E.
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Elements φ ∈ E(X, Y ) can be pictured as ‘‘extra morphisms’’ φ : X 99K Y added to C, on which the realmorphisms of C act
on the left and on the right (in a ‘‘unitary’’ and associative way):
X
φ /_______ Y
g

W
f
O
g◦φ◦f=E(f ,g)(φ)
/_______ Z
We call these ‘‘extra morphisms’’ the imaginary morphisms. In other words, this defines a one-dimensional equipment in
the sense of [14] (what we call the real morphisms are called the scalar morphisms in [14], and what we call the imaginary
morphisms are called there the vector morphisms). The approximation α : homC → E of σ associates with any morphism
f : X → Y the imaginary morphism σ(f , 0) : X 99K Y .
We will deal with ‘‘imaginary diagrams’’, i.e. diagrams in which some of the morphisms are imaginary. For instance, we
say that a square
X
f /
x


 Y
y



X ′
f ′
/ Y ′
is commutative if yf = f ′x, as usual. Furthermore, saying that such commutative square is a pullback has a unique reasonable
meaning; namely, for any commutative outer ‘‘imaginary diagram’’
X¯
f¯
!
x¯ >
>
>
>
φ / X
f /
x


 Y
y



X ′
f ′
/ Y ′
there is a unique realmorphism φ : X¯ → X such that f ◦ φ = f¯ and x ◦ φ = x¯. And in fact, these pullbacks tend to behave
in a similar way as ordinary pullbacks:
Lemma 1.2.1. In any of the two commutative diagrams
• /
1


 • /
2


 •



• / • / •
• /
1

•
• /
2


 •



• / •
with the square 2 being a pullback, we have: the square 1 is a pullback if and only if the rectangle 1+ 2 is a pullback.
1.3. Extended subtractions and natural imaginary subtractions
Definition 1.3.1 ([13]). An extended subtraction on C is an approximate subtraction σ : homC × homC → E whose
approximation α has injective components.
The fact that α is componentwise injective allows us to say without any ambiguity that an imaginary morphism
φ : X 99K Y is real when there is a morphism f : X → Y such that φ = σ(f , 0), and we then identify φ with f . Thus
we can also write without ambiguity g ◦ φ = h and ψ ◦ f = h for a diagram
X
φ /___
h
 @
@@
@@
@@
@
f

Y
g

W
ψ
/___ Z
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when we have E(1X , g)(φ) = α(h) and E(f , 1Z )(ψ) = α(h); in this case we also say that the above diagram commutes.
Such an extended subtraction produces a natural imaginary subtraction (with respect to the pair (E, α)): startwith the pair
of projections pi1, pi2 : X × X ⇒ X and consider the imaginary binary operation obtained by subtracting these projections:
σX = σ(pi1, pi2) : X × X 99K X .
The meaning of ‘‘natural’’ here is that for any morphism f : X → Y in C, the following square commutes:
X × X σX /___
f×f

X
f

Y × Y
σY
/___ Y
And the meaning of ‘‘subtraction’’ is that the following diagrams commute:
X
(1X ,0) /
1X "E
EE
EE
EE
EE X × X
σX


 X
0
"E
EE
EE
EE
EE
(1X ,1X ) / X × X
σX



X X
When σ is not an extended subtraction, but merely an approximate subtraction, then, of course, we can still define σX ’s in
the same way as above, and we will still have the naturality of σX in X — however, the two triangles above will get replaced
with the following ones:
X
(1X ,0) /
σ(1X ,0) "E
E
E
E
E X × X
σX


 X
0
"E
E
E
E
E
(1X ,1X ) / X × X
σX



X X
We then call the family of σX ’s a natural imaginary presubtractionwith respect to E.
Observation 1.3.2. For every fixed E the mapping σ 7→ (σX )X∈C defined above is a one-to-one correspondence between
approximate subtractions σ : homC×homC → E and natural imaginary presubtractionswith respect to E. For every natural
imaginary presubtraction (σX )X∈C, the underlying approximate subtraction σ can be reconstructed back using the identity
σ(f , g) = σX ◦ (f , g)
where X is any object in C, and f and g are parallel morphisms with codomain X . When together with E we also have a
fixed component-wise injective natural transformation α : homC → E, the above correspondence restricts to a one-to-one
correspondence between extended subtractions σ : homC × homC → E with approximation α, and natural imaginary
subtractions with respect to the pair (E, α).
In the rest of this section we will have a close look at several structurally different examples of natural imaginary
subtractions.
1.4. Subtractive varieties
Recall that a subtractive variety [3] is a variety of universal algebras whose theory contains a nullary term 0 and a binary
term s satisfying the identities s(x, x) = 0 and s(x, 0) = x. SupposeV is a subtractive variety which, as a category, is pointed
(this is equivalent to 0 being the unique constant in the theory ofV). Then the pointed categoryV has the following natural
imaginary subtraction:
– For any two objects X and Y inV , take E(X, Y ) = Set∗(X, Y ), i.e. the imaginary morphisms between algebras are just the
maps between the underlying sets, which preserve 0 (while the real morphisms are the usual homomorphisms);
– then, for any two homomorphisms f , g : X → Y , the map σ(f , g) : X 99K Y is obtained by the component-wise
subtraction of f and g:
X 3 x 7→ s(f (x), g(x)) ∈ Y ;
thus, in particular, σX : X × X 99K X is the operation on X corresponding to the term s,
– the components of the approximation α : homV → E of σ are the inclusions
homV(X, Y ) ↪→ Set∗(X, Y ), f 7→ σ(f , 0) = f .
The approximation of the approximate (extended) subtraction thus defined satisfies Axiom A introduced below in 1.8.
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1.5. Codiagonal approximate subtractions
Suppose here that the finitely complete pointed category C has also binary coproducts. For each object X in C, consider
the kernel of the codiagonal:
K(X)
κX / X + X
(
1X
1X
)
/ X
It is a natural approximate co-subtraction on X , with approximation the composite βX =
(
1X
0
)
κX : K(X)→ X . This gives rise
to an approximate subtraction structure (homC, E, α, σ ) in the functor category SetC
op×C
∗ , in which:
– E(X, Y ) = homC(K(X), Y ),
– the approximate subtraction is given by σ(f , g) =
(
f
g
)
κX ,
– the approximation is given by α(f ) = f βX .
We shall call this the codiagonal approximate subtraction. Note that, the codiagonal approximate subtraction is an
extended subtraction if and only if each βX is an epimorphism. When C is additive, we get K(X) = X , βX = 1X , A = homC,
and the codiagonal approximate subtraction becomes the subtraction in the (unique) abelian group structure of homC.
Actually, we can characterize additive categories as those finitely complete pointed categories C in which each βX is an
isomorphism.
1.6. The universal property of the codiagonal approximate subtraction
LetC be as above. Consider the full subcategory L(C) of SetC
op×C
∗ consisting of all those functors E : Cop×C→ Set∗ such
that for every object X inC, the functor E(X,−) : C→ Set∗ preserves finite limits. There is an embedding I : (CC)op → L(C)
which sends each endofunctor K : C→ C, to the functor homC ◦ (K op × 1C).
Observation 1.6.1. If C has finite limits and coproducts then (CC)op has finite colimits and products, and the embedding
I : (CC)op → L(C) preserves finite colimits and products.
Let σ : homC × homC → E be the codiagonal approximate subtraction. Then σ is the image, under I , of the natural
transformation κ from the following kernel diagram
K
κ / 1C + 1C
(
1(1C)
1(1C)
)
/ 1C
in CC, and, by Observation 1.6.1, we get that the following diagram is a cokernel diagram in L(C):
homC
(1homC ,1homC ) / homC × homC σ / E
Thus we conclude: the codiagonal approximate subtraction is the universal approximate subtraction σ : homC × homC → E
with the property that the functors E(X,−) are left exact.
1.7. Subtractive categories
The notion of subtractive categorywas introduced in [12] as a ‘‘categorical version’’ of the notion of a (pointed) subtractive
variety due toUrsini [3]. A subtractive categoryC is a finitely complete pointed category inwhich any internal binary relation
R on an objectX containing (1X , 1X ) and (1X , 0) also contains (0, 1X ). Any additive category is subtractive, since in an additive
category we have
(0, 1X ) = (1X − 1X , 1X − 0) = (1X , 1X )− (1X , 0).
Additive categories can be characterized by the existence of a natural (real) subtraction (see [2]), and similarly, subtractive
categories were characterized in [13] by the existence of a natural imaginary subtraction having a special property (which
is trivially satisfied in the case of real subtractions):
Theorem 1.7.1 ([13]). A finitely complete pointed category C is subtractive if and only if there is an approximate subtraction
(homC, E, α, σ ) such that the approximation α satisfies Axiom A1 (see below).
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Axiom A1 We say that a natural transformation α : homC → E satisfies A1 when, given any relation r = (r1, r2) :
R  X1 × X2 and any map f = (f1, f2) : Z → X1 × X2, there is a real morphism qmaking the diagram
X1
Z
q /___
f1
?
f2 ?
??
??
??
R
r1
O
r2

X2
commute once there is an imaginary morphism q such that E(1Z , ri)(q) = α(fi), i ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof (Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.7.1). In one direction, the proof of Theorem 1.7.1 is fairly easy:
Suppose α satisfies A1 and R contains (1X , 1X ) and (1X , 0):
R
r

R
r

X
(1X ,1X )
/
u
<zzzzzzzzzzz
X × X X
(1X ,0)
/
v
<zzzzzzzzzzz
X × X
Then, from the pair u, v : X ⇒ R of morphisms we get an imaginary morphism σ(u, v),
X
X
σ(u,v) /______
0
8qqqqqqqqqqqqq
1X
&MM
MMM
MMM
MMM
MM R
r1
O
r2

X
which assures the existence of the (real) factorization of (0, 1X ) through r .
In the other direction, to produce out of a subtractive category C an approximate subtraction on homC whose
approximation satisfies A1, we have to take the cokernel of the diagonal
homC → homC × homC
in the category SetC
op×C
∗ , see [13]. 
When α satisfies A1, its components are necessarily injective (and so σ in the above theorem is always an extended
subtraction). The same is true more generally for the weaker axiom A2 introduced below.
1.8. Variations on Axiom A1
If the functors E(X,−) are left exact (i.e. preserve finite limits), then Axiom A1 becomes equivalent to Axiom A2 below,
which seems more natural and which is, in general, weaker than A1:
Axiom A2 A natural transformation α : homC → E is said to satisfy A2 when, given any subobject u : X ′  X and any
morphism f : Z → X in C, there is a real morphism qmaking the diagram
X ′
u

Z
q
?



f
/ X
commute once there is an imaginary morphism q such that E(1Z , u)(q) = α(f ).
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The fact that the functors E(X,−) are left-exact allows us to extend to imaginary morphisms the properties of the finite
limits in C: for instance, given any pair of imaginary morphisms φ1 : X 99K C1, φ2 : X 99K C2 in C, there exists a unique
imaginary morphism φ : X 99K C1 × C2 such that pij ◦ φ = φj for each j ∈ {1, 2}, where pij is the j-th product projection
pij : C1 × C2 → Cj. As in the case of real morphisms, we denote φ as the pair φ = (φ1, φ2).
Left-exactness of the functors E(X,−) also gives us the following addition to Lemma 1.2.1:
Lemma 1.8.1. Suppose for every object X the functor E(X,−) preserves finite limits. Then in the commutative diagram
• /
1


 •



• /
2

•
• / •
with the square 2 being a pullback, we have: the square 1 is a pullback if and only if the rectangle 1+ 2 is a pullback.
Proposition 1.8.2. The approximation of the codiagonal approximate subtraction satisfies A2 if and only if, for any object X, the
morphism βX (defined in 1.5) is a strong epimorphism.
Proof. This comes from the fact that the condition on u, f and the imaginary q in Axiom A2, translated for the codiagonal
approximate subtraction, is the commutativity of the following square:
K(Z)
q /
βZ

X ′
u

Z
f
/ X

Next, we join left-exactness of E(X,−) for each X , and the axioms A1 and A2 (which, as already mentioned, under this
assumption become equivalent to each other), into a single
Axiom A A natural transformation α : homC → E is said to satisfy Axiom Awhen for any object X inC, the functor E(X,−)
is left-exact, and α satisfies A2 (or A1).
Lemma 1.8.3. Suppose α : homC → E satisfies Axiom A. Then, any pullback
• u′ /
f ′

•
f
•
u
/ •
in C, with u (and hence also u′) being a monomorphism, remains a pullback when the vertical arrows are regarded as imaginary
morphisms, i.e. the diagram
• u′ /
α(f ′)


 •
α(f )



•
u
/ •
is also a pullback.
1.9. Regular subtractive categories
When a subtractive category with binary coproducts is regular, the approximation of the codiagonal approximate
subtraction turns out to satisfy Axiom A, see [13]. This, together with Theorem 1.7.1 and Proposition 1.8.2 gives:
Theorem 1.9.1 ([13]). For a regular pointed category C with binary coproducts the following conditions are equivalent to each
other:
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(a) For any object X, the morphism βX (defined in 1.5) is a regular epimorphism.
(b) The approximation of the codiagonal approximate subtraction satisfies Axiom A.
(c) There exists an approximate subtraction whose approximation satisfies Axiom A (and hence σ is an extended subtraction).
(d) C is a subtractive category.
1.10. Pointed protomodular varieties
As recalled in the Introduction, any pointed protomodular category is a subtractive category. Our aimnow is to investigate
whether it is possible to characterize pointed protomodular categories by a property of natural imaginary subtractions. We
shall beginwith pointed protomodular varieties. In [10] it was shown that these are those varietiesV whose theory contains
a unique constant 0 and
– an (n+ 1)-ary operation p,
– n binary operations d1, . . . , dn satisfying d1(x, x) = · · · = dn(x, x) = 0,
which together satisfy the identity
(*) p(d1(x, y), . . . , dn(x, y), y) = x.
This term condition (without the requirement 0 to be the unique constant) first appears in [11], and varieties satisfying
it were called there ‘‘BIT speciale’’ and later in [3] they were renamed to ‘‘classically ideal determined’’.
There are several possible approximate subtractions associated with pointed protomodular varieties, such that the
approximation satisfies Axiom A. For instance, any pointed protomodular variety is a Maltsev variety [18], thanks to the
ternary term
p′(x, y, z) = p(d1(x, y), . . . , dn(x, y), z)
and accordingly there are two subtraction terms
s(x, y) = p′(x, y, 0) = p(d1(x, y), . . . , dn(x, y), 0),
s′(x, y) = p′(0, y, x) = p(d1(0, y), . . . , dn(0, y), x),
both ofwhich produce an approximate subtractionwith the desired property (see 1.4). But there is also a less straightforward
approximate subtraction, which does not use the term p and hence also the condition (*) in its definition and lets this
condition available for useful properties:
– Set E(X, Y ) = Set∗(X, Y )n, i.e. imaginary morphisms are n-tuples of maps between X and Y preserving 0.
– Define the approximate subtraction by associating with any pair f , g : X ⇒ Y of homomorphisms the following n-tuple
of maps:
σ(f , g) = (d1(f , g), . . . , dn(f , g)).
(Here di(f , g) denotes the map X → Y defined by the assignment a 7→ di(f , g)(x) = di(f (x), g(x)).)
– Then the approximation is defined by setting α(f ) = (d1(f , 0), . . . , dn(f , 0)).
We now show that this α satisfies Axiom A; this implies, in particular, that the approximate subtraction σ above is an
extended subtraction — we call it a canonical extended subtraction associated with a pointed protomodular variety.
Proposition 1.10.1. The natural transformation α defined above satisfies Axiom A.
Proof. Clearly the functors E(X,−) are left exact. Suppose we have a diagram
R
r

X
φ=(f1,...,fn)
? 
 
 
 
x
/ C
with E(1X , r)(φ) = α(x). Then rfi = di(x, 0) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and we have: r ◦ p(f1, . . . , fn, 0) = p(rf1, . . . , rfn, 0) =
p(d1(x, 0), . . . , dn(x, 0), 0) = x. Since r is a monomorphism and x is a homomorphism, the equality r ◦ p(f1, . . . , fn, 0) = x
implies that p(f1, . . . , fn, 0) is a homomorphism. 
It is a well-known observation that in the characterization of pointed protomodular varieties, instead of the condition (*)
we can require the following sentence to hold true for any algebra X and its subalgebra X ′:
∀(z,z′)∈X×X ([(∀i∈{1,...,n}[di(z, z ′) ∈ X ′]) ∧ (z ′ ∈ X ′)] ⇒ z ∈ X ′). (1)
This sentence can be expressed as the following pullback property of the extended subtraction σ constructed above:
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Lemma 1.10.2. Let u denote the inclusion homomorphism X ′ ↪→ X. Then the sentence (1) holds true if and only if the following
commutative square is a pullback:
X ′ × X ′ u×u /
(σX ′ ,pi2)


 X × X
(σX ,pi2)



X ′ × X ′ u×u / X × X
(2)
2. Axiom P1 and its variations
Let V be a pointed protomodular variety and let σ be the canonical extended subtraction associated with V (see 1.10).
Then, according to Lemma 1.10.2, for any inclusion homomorphism u : X ′ ↪→ X inV the square (2) is a pullback. Obviously,
this implies that (2) is a pullback for any monomorphism u : X ′  X in V . We thus get:
Proposition 2.0.3. The canonical extended subtraction σ associated with a pointed protomodular variety satisfies
Axiom P′1 For any monomorphism u : X ′  X, the commutative square (2) is a pullback.
Note that to be able to form the diagram (2), σ has to be an extended subtraction σ : homC × homC → E, where
E is such that E(X,−) preserves products for every object X (because in the diagram we use the canonical morphisms
(σX , pi2) and (σX ′ , pi2)). So Axiom P′1 is an axiom only on such extended subtractions and not on an arbitrary approximate
subtraction homC × homC → E. The aim of this section is to investigate this axiom. The first point is that in the case when
the approximation of the extended subtraction satisfies A, Axiom P′1 is equivalent to the following axiom which, although
apparently less elegant, does not need the previous restriction on σ :
Axiom P1 For any subobject u : X ′  X , the following commutative square is a pullback:
X ′ × X ′ u×1 /
σX ′


 X × X ′
σX ◦(1×u)



X ′ u / X
Before proving the equivalence of P′1 and P1, let us prove the following
Proposition 2.0.4. If an approximate subtraction σ : homC × homC → E satisfies P1, then its approximation α satisfies A2.
Proof. Suppose we have a diagram
X ′
u

Z
φ
?



f
/ X
with u ◦ φ = α(f ) = σ(f , 0). Then the outer part in the diagram
Z
(f ,0)
(
φ
!C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
(f ′,g)
/ X ′ × X ′ u×1 /
σX ′





 X × X ′
σX ◦(1×u)






X ′ u / X
commutes, and since the inner square is a pullback, we get that there exists a real morphism (f ′, g) : Z → X ′×X ′ such that
(u× 1) ◦ (f ′, g) = (f , 0), which gives, in particular, uf ′ = f . 
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Proposition 2.0.5. Let σ : homC × homC → E be an extended subtraction whose approximation α satisfies Axiom A. Then,
Axiom P1 is equivalent to Axiom P′1.
Proof. We begin by considering the following commutative diagram, in which the outer rectangle is the same as the
rectangle in Axiom P′1:
X ′ × X ′ / u×1 /
(σX ′ ,pi2)




 X × X ′
(σX ◦(1×u),pi2)





/ 1×u / X × X
(σX ,pi2)





X ′ × X ′ /
u×1
/ X × X ′ /
1×u
/ X × X
Applying Lemmas 1.8.1 and 1.8.3 we have: the square on the right hand side is a pullback, since, composed vertically by the
following pullback, it is still a pullback (actually, the same pullback below):
X × X ′ 1×u /
pi2

X × X
pi2

X ′ u / X
Accordingly, by Lemma 1.2.1, we have Axiom P′1 if and only if the left-hand square in the previous diagram is a pullback (for
any monomorphism u). Composing vertically that square with the pullback
X ′ × X ′ u×1 /
pi1

X × X ′
pi1

X ′ u / X
we get (using Lemma 1.8.1 once again) that it is a pullback if and only if the square in Axiom P1 is. This shows the equivalence
of P′1 and P1. 
If σ : homC×homC → E is an approximate subtraction such that for every object X inC the functor E(X,−) is left-exact,
then Axiom P1 is equivalent to the following condition (compare it with (1)):
Axiom P0 For anymonomorphismu : X ′ → X , if a realmorphism (z, z ′) : Z → X×X ′ is such thatσ(z, uz ′) : Z 99K X factors
through u (via an imaginary morphism q : Z 99K X ′), then z factors through u (via a real morphism q′ : Z → X ′).
Let us introduce also a useful restriction of P1:
Axiom P∆1 The pullback condition of P1 is satisfied only for the diagonals u = (1X , 1X ) : X  X × X .
Theorem 2.0.6. Let σ : homC × homC → E be an approximate subtraction such that the functors E(X,−) are left-exact. Then
we have:
(a) Axiom P∆1 is satisfied if and only if for every object X, the imaginarymorphism (σX , pi2) : X×X 99K X×X is a monomorphism
— that is, if and only if σ satisfies the following
Axiom P∆0 σ(a, c) = σ(b, c) implies a = b.
(b) Axiom P∆1 is satisfied if and only if
Axiom PEff1 the pullback condition of P1 is satisfied for all effective equivalence relations u : R→ X × X.
(c) If Axiom P∆1 is satisfied then the following commutative square is a pullback:
X
(1X ,1X ) /
0



 X × X
σX




0
0
/ X
(3)
— that is, σ(a, b) = 0 implies a = b for any two parallel real morphisms a, b (or, in other words, the diagonal X  X × X is
the kernel of σX ).
(d) If Axiom P∆1 is satisfied then σ is an extended subtraction.
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Proof. (a): In the case when the functors E(X,−) are left-exact, Axiom P∆1 can be reformulated as follows: for any triple
a, b, c : Z → X of realmorphisms, ifσ((a, b), (c, c)) = (σ (a, c), σ (b, c)) factors through the diagonal (1X , 1X ) : X → X×X ,
then the pair (a, b) factors through (1X , 1X ). But this is trivially the same as to say that σ(a, c) = σ(b, c) implies a = b for
all a, b, c .
(b): Axiom PEff1 trivially implies P
∆
1 . We prove that Axiom P
∆
1 implies P
Eff
1 . Let f : X → Y be any morphism in C and let
r = (r0, r1) : R[f ] → X × X be its kernel equivalence relation. We have to show that square 1 below is a pullback.
R[f ] × R[f ]
1
σR[f ] /_______
r×1

R[f ]
r

fr1=fr2 /
2
Y
(1,1)

(X × X)× R[f ]
σX×X ◦(1×r)
/_____ X × X
f×f
/ Y × Y
The square 2 is a pullback, and the rectangle 1+ 2 is the same as the rectangle 3+ 4 below.
R[f ] × R[f ]
3
fr1×fr1 /
r×1

Y × Y
(1,1)×1

σY /________
4
Y
(1,1)

(X × X)× R[f ]
(f×f )×fr1
/ (Y × Y )× Y
σY ◦(1×(1,1))
/_____ Y × Y
Now, here 3 is a pullback and 4 is a pullback by P∆1 . By Lemma 1.2.1, the rectangle 3+ 4 and hence also 1+ 2 are pullbacks,
and this implies by Lemma 1.8.1 that the square 1 is a pullback.
(c): Now suppose σ(a, b) = 0. Then σ(a, b) = σ(b, b), and by (a) we have a = b.
(d): If σ(a, 0) = σ(b, 0) then by (a) we have a = b. 
In a similar way as we introduced Axiom A, we now introduce
Axiom P∆ An approximate subtraction σ : homC × homC → E is said to satisfy Axiom P∆ when for every object X in C
the functor E(X,−) is left exact, and σ satisfies Axiom P∆0 (or P∆1 or PEff1 ).
3. Pointed protomodular categories
3.1. Axiom P2
Axioms P0, P1 and P ′1 do not seem to have any direct connection with (categorical) protomodularity which is defined
by means of split epimorphisms. The aim of this section is to give an equivalent condition dealing explicitly with split
epimorphisms.
SupposeC is endowedwith an approximate subtraction σ : homC×homC → E. Let f be a split epimorphism f : X → Y
in C and s its splitting. We then get an imaginary morphism
X
σ(1X ,sf ) /______ X
which satisfies
f σ(1X , sf ) = σ(f 1X , fsf ) = σ(f , f ) = 0.
If, moreover, the functors E(X,−) are left-exact, we get an imaginary morphism χf ,s : X 99K Ker f
Ker f
k
/ X
f
/
χf ,so_ _ _
Y
so (4)
such that kχf ,s = σ(1X , sf ) and χf ,sk = σ(1Ker f , 0). When σ is an extended subtraction, we get χf ,sk = σ(1Ker f , 0) = 1Ker f ;
in other words, we are in position to complete (imaginarily) the splitting process as in the case of additive categories.
Let us introduce the condition in Theorem 2.0.6(c) as a separate axiom on an approximate subtraction σ (we will further
investigate this axiom in Section 4):
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Axiom K0 σ satisfies
σ(x, y) = 0 ⇔ x = y
(note that we automatically have the implication ‘‘⇐’’ by the fact that σ is an approximate subtraction)
Proposition 3.1.1. Let σ : homC × homC → E be an approximate subtraction such that the functors E(X,−) are left-exact.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) σ satisfies Axiom K0.
(b) For every object X in C the diagram (3) is a pullback.
(c) For every split epimorphism f : X → Y in C, and its splitting s : Y → X, the diagram
X
χf ,s




(1X ,f ) / X × Y
σX ◦(1×s)




Ker f
k
/ X
(5)
is a pullback.
Proof. (a)⇔ (b) is trivial.
(b)⇒ (c): Consider the diagram
X
(1,f )

χf ,s /____ Ker f 0 /
k

0
0

X × Y
σX ◦(1×s)
/____ X
f
/ Y
where the right-hand side square is a pullback since k is a kernel of f . The fact that the left-hand side square is also a pullback
follows from the fact that the outer rectangle is a pullback (Lemma 1.8.1), which is indeed so since it can be obtained by
composing the following two pullbacks (Lemma 1.2.1):
X
(1X ,f )

f / Y
0 /____
(1Y ,1Y )

0
0

X × Y
f×1Y
/ Y × Y
σY
/___ Y
(c)⇒ (b): If in (5) we take X = Y and f = s = 1X , then this diagram becomes precisely the diagram (3). 
The imaginary morphisms χf ,s constructed above also play an important role for the axiom P∆0 , as, using them we can
prove the following
Proposition 3.1.2. Let σ : homC × homC → E be an approximate subtraction such that the functors E(X,−) are left exact. If
σ satisfies Axiom P∆0 then for any split epimorphism f : X → Y , and its splitting s : Y → X, the morphisms ker(f ), s are jointly
epimorphic.
Proof. Let g, h : X → Z be morphisms such that gker(f ) = hker(f ) and gs = fs. Then we have
σ(g, gsf ) = gσ(1X , sf ) = gker(f )χf ,s = hker(f )χf ,s = hσ(1X , sf ) = σ(h, hsf ).
Since gsf = hsf , Axiom P∆0 implies g = h. 
It turns out that protomodularity can be characterized using the following
Axiom P2 For any monomorphism u : X ′  X between split epimorphisms:
X ′
u /
f ′ ?
??
??
??
X
f
  
  
  
 
Y
s′
_??????? s
?       
(i.e. we assume fu = f ′, us′ = s and fs = 1Y = f ′s′) the following diagram is a pullback:
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X ′
χf ′,s′ /___
u

Ker f ′
u¯

X χf ,s
/___ Ker f
where u¯ is the restriction of u to the kernels.
Notice that in the above pullback if u¯ is an isomorphism then so is u, and hence, Axiom P2 implies protomodularity. Note
further, that the pullback in Axiom P1 is the same as the above pullback in the following setting:
X ′ × X ′ u×1X ′ /
f ′=pi2
!D
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
D
X × X ′
f=pi2
}{{
{{
{{
{{
{{
{{
{{
{{
X ′
s′=(1X ,1X )
aDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
s=(u,1X ′ )
={{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{
So Axiom P2 also implies Axiom P1. In fact, these two axioms are equivalent to each other, as we show below:
Theorem 3.1.3. Let σ : homC×homC → E be an approximate subtraction such that for every object X inC the functor E(X,−)
is left exact. Then Axiom P1 is equivalent to Axiom P2. In particular, this gives that Axiom P1 implies protomodularity.
Proof. We already know that Axiom P2 implies protomodularity and Axiom P1. This leaves us to show that P1 implies Axiom
P2. Suppose Axiom P1 is satisfied. Consider the following diagrams:
X ′
1
χf ′,s′ /_____________
(1X ′ ,f ′)

K ′
k′

X ′
4
χf ′,s′ /_____
u

K ′
u¯

X ′ × Y
2
1×s′
/
u×1

X ′ × X ′
3
σX ′
/_____
u×1

X ′
u

X
5(1X ,f )

χf ,s /_____ K
k

X × Y 1×s′ /
σX ◦(1×s)
7Q S V Z _ d h
k m
oX × X ′
σX ◦(1×u) /_____ X X × Y
σX ◦(1×s)
/_____ X
By Theorem 2.0.6(c), σ satisfies K0, and hence, by Proposition 3.1.1, the squares 1 and 5 are pullbacks. Also, the square 2 is a
pullback, and by Axiom P1, the square 3 is a pullback. Since the squares 1, 2 and 3 are pullbacks, we deduce (by Lemma 1.2.1)
that the big rectangle made up of these square is a pullback. But this rectangle coincides with the rectangle made up of the
squares 4 and 5, and since 5 is a pullback, we conclude (again by Lemma 1.2.1) that 4 is also a pullback. 
It is now time to introduce
Axiom P An approximate subtraction σ : homC × homC → E is said to satisfy Axiom P when for every object X in C the
functor E(X,−) is left exact, and σ satisfies Axiom P0 (or P1 or P2).
3.2. Characterization of protomodularity via natural imaginary subtractions
As we saw above, Axiom P1 implies protomodularity. The question now is whether there is a converse result? We give
a positive answer to this question in the case when the pointed category C has binary coproducts (in addition to being
finitely complete); specifically, we are going to show that if such a category is protomodular, then the associated codiagonal
extended subtraction satisfies Axiom P1. For that, we shall need the following split short exact sequences
K(Z)
κZ / Z + Z (
1Z
1Z
) / Z
ι2o
(6)
(By ι1, ι2 we denote coproduct inclusions.)
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Theorem 3.2.1. Let C be a finitely complete pointed category with binary coproducts. Then the following conditions on C are
equivalent to each other:
(a) C is protomodular;
(b) for any object Z in C, the morphism(
κZ
ι2
)
: K(Z)+ Z → Z + Z
is a strong epimorphism (or, equivalently, the morphisms κZ , ι2 are jointly strongly epimorphic);
(c) the associated codiagonal approximate subtraction σ satisfies Axiom P;
(d) there exists an approximate subtraction σ : homC × homC → E satisfying Axiom P.
Proof. (a)⇒ (b) is obvious by definition of a protomodular category.
(b) ⇔ (c): Note that for the codiagonal approximate subtraction, Axiom P0 can be reformulated as follows: For any
commutative rectangle
K(Z)+ Z
(
q
z′
)
/
(
κZ
ι2
)

X ′
u

Z + Z (
z
uz′
) /
(
q′
z′
)
<yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
X
(ignoring the diagonal morphism for now) where u is a monomorphism, there exists a morphism q′ : Z + Z → X ′ such that
the two triangles in the above diagram commute. When we fix the left-hand side vertical arrow in the above rectangle, the
condition above says nothing other than that this arrow is a strong epimorphism.
(c)⇒ (d) is trivial.
(d)⇒ (a) by Theorem 3.1.3. 
If we replace Axioms P in the above theorem with Axiom P∆, it becomes:
Theorem 3.2.2. Let C be a finitely complete pointed category with binary coproducts. Then the following conditions on C are
equivalent to each other:
(a) In C, for any split epimorphism f : X → Y , and its splitting s : Y → X, the morphism(
ker f
s
)
: Ker f + Y → X + X
is an epimorphism (or, equivalently, the morphisms ker(f ), s are jointly epimorphic)1;
(b) for any object Z in C, the morphism(
κZ
ι2
)
: K(Z)+ Z → Z + Z
is an epimorphism (or, equivalently, the morphisms κZ , ι2 are jointly epimorphic);
(c) the associated codiagonal approximate subtraction σ satisfies Axiom P∆0 (or, equivalently, Axiom P
∆
1 );
(d) there exists an approximate subtraction σ : homC × homC → E such that the functor E(X,−) preserves finite limits for
every object X in C, and such that σ satisfies Axiom P∆0 (or, equivalently, Axiom P
∆
1 ).
Proof. (a)⇒ (b) is trivial.
(b)⇔ (c): For the codiagonal approximate subtraction, Axiom P∆0 gives precisely the condition (b).
(c)⇒ (d) is trivial.
(d)⇒ (a) by Proposition 3.1.2. 
Comparing the above two theorems we see that the difference between Axioms P∆ and P lies in the major categorical
distinction between epimorphisms and strong epimorphisms.
1 This condition appears in [16] as the condition (PM+0 1).
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4. Axiom K0 and 0-regularity
Comparing the universal-algebraic condition (1) and the categorical condition P0 we see that approximate subtractions
on the hom-functor provide in a way an appropriate categorical replacement for terms d(x, y) in pointed varieties satisfying
d(x, x) = 0; such term could be called an approximate subtraction term. Notice that while (1) contains several instances
of an approximate subtraction term, in Axiom P0 we have just one. Thus, we see here a clear advantage of the categorical
approach. However, the big disadvantage is that we cannot ‘‘compose’’ approximate subtractions, that is, we cannot form
expressions of the form σ(σ(u, v), σ (x, y)) (since imaginary morphisms cannot be composed with each other). Yet, there
are many results in Universal Algebra, involving approximate subtraction terms, which do not deal with expressions of
that form, and apparently, these results can be now lifted to the categorical level, using approximate subtractions on the
hom-functor (see also [17,13]). In this section we consider one more example showing this.
The universal-algebraic version of Axiom K0 should state that the algebraic theory of a variety contains binary terms
d1, . . . , dn satisfying the following condition:
(d1(x, y) = 0 ∧ · · · ∧ dn(x, y) = 0)⇔ (x = y).
In fact, this condition is well-known in Universal Algebra and a variety satisfying it is called a 0-regular variety (this term
condition was first considered by Fichtner in [19], and there a variety satisfying it was called a ‘‘variety with ideals’’). A
variety is said to be 0-regular if in it a congruence is uniquely determined by its 0-class. When the variety is pointed, this
amounts to saying that every regular epimorphism is a normal epimorphism (see [20]). In this section we show that there
is a similar connection between the latter condition and Axiom K0, as there is between protomodularity and Axiom P0 (see
Theorem 4.0.5).
Below we use the following basic fact: in a pointed category any two morphisms f and g having the same codomain are
part of a commutative diagram
• ker f ′ / • f ′ /y
g ′

•
g
•
ker f
/ •
f
/ •
(7)
where the right-hand side square is a pullback, and the rows are kernel diagrams (provided that the pullback and the kernels
exist).
Theorem 4.0.3. The following conditions on a finitely complete pointed category C are equivalent to each other:
(a) Every regular epimorphism in C is a normal epimorphism.
(b) Every split epimorphism in C is a normal epimorphism.
When these conditions are satisfied, any morphism in Cwith a trivial kernel is a monomorphism, and this itself implies that in C,
pulling back reflects monomorphisms.
Proof. The implication (a)⇒ (b) is trivial, since any split epimorphism is a regular epimorphism. To show (b)⇒ (a), we
take any regular epimorphism e and consider the diagram (7) where f = g = e. Then f ′ in (7) is a split epimorphism, and
hence, if (b) is satisfied, it is a cokernel of its kernel. This implies that also e = f is a cokernel of its kernel.
Now, suppose (b) is satisfied. Let f be amorphismwith trivial kernel. Consider the commutative diagram (7)where g = f .
Since f has trivial kernel, we have k = 0 and so f ′ also has trivial kernel, which by (b) implies that f ′ is an isomorphism. This
shows that f is a monomorphism. Next, we show that pulling back reflects monomorphisms. Consider again the diagram
(7), this time with arbitrary f and g . If f ′ is a monomorphism then its kernel is trivial and hence so is the kernel of f , which
means that f is a monomorphism. 
Proposition 4.0.4. Let C be a finitely complete pointed category and let σ : homC×homC → E be an approximate subtraction
satisfying Axiom K0 and such that the functors E(X,−) preserve finite limits. Then every split epimorphism in C is a normal
epimorphism.
Proof. Let f : X → Y be a split epimorphism, with a splitting s, and let k be the kernel of f , as in (4). Then for any morphism
g : X → Z with gk = 0 we have σ(g, gsf ) = g ◦ σ(1X , sf ) = gk ◦ χf ,s = 0 ◦ χf ,s = 0 (where χf ,s is the same as in 3.1),
which, by Axiom K0 gives g = gsf . This shows that f is a cokernel of k. 
Theorem 4.0.5. Let C be a finitely complete pointed category with binary coproducts. Then the following conditions are
equivalent to each other:
(a) Every regular epimorphism in C is a normal epimorphism.
(b) Every split epimorphism in C is a normal epimorphism.
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(c) For every object X in C, the codiagonal
(
1X
1X
)
: X + X → X is a normal epimorphism.
(d) The codiagonal approximate subtraction associated with C satisfies Axiom K0.
(e) There exists an approximate subtraction σ : homC× homC → E such that the functors E(X,−) preserve finite limits, and σ
satisfies K0.
Proof. (a)⇔ (b) by Theorem 4.0.3.
(b)⇒ (c) is trivial.
(c)⇔ (d): The codiagonal approximate subtraction σ satisfies a = b⇒ σ(a, b) (like any approximate subtraction). The
inverse implication σ(a, b)⇒ a = b, on the other hand, states precisely that for every object X the codiagonal X + X → X
is a cokernel of its kernel.
(d)⇒ (e) is trivial.
(e)⇒ (b) by Proposition 4.0.4. 
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